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About This Content

The three-car BR 420 electric multiple unit (EMU) has plied its trade across many of Germany’s city S-Bahn networks, and is
now available for Train Simulator with scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route.

In total, 480 units were built for the S-Bahn networks of Munich, Frankfurt and Stuttgart between 1969 and 1997, before being
largely replaced by the Class 423. Initially, the three-car units were constructed from steel, before being built using aluminium,

making the cars more lightweight and capable of carrying a heavier payload.

A top speed of 120 km/h (75mph) and quick acceleration made these units ideal for the commuter stopping services in
Germany’s larger cities, however the class’ retirement saw many units scrapped, although some have survived and still operate

on the Rhine-Ruhr S-Bahn network.

The BR 420 for Train Simulator, developed by Michael Fruchtl, is available in Deutsche Bahn’s distinctive red and white livery
and features combined throttle and brake control, SIFA driver vigilance device, PZB warning system, operating sun visors, cab
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and desk lighting, automatic couplings, and configurable destination displays.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the DB BR 420 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Munich-

Augsburg route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

The three-car BR 420 electric multiple unit (EMU) has plied its trade across many of Germany’s city S-Bahn networks.

In total, 480 units were built for the S-Bahn networks of Munich, Frankfurt and Stuttgart between 1969 and 1997, before being
largely replaced by the Class 423. Initially, the three-car units were constructed from steel, before being built using aluminium,

making the cars more lightweight and capable of carrying a heavier payload.

This Add-On presents the DB BR420 in its Munich Airport Line livery, Carmine Red Add-on Livery, Blue livery and
Orange livery, previously sold as Marketplace products.

Scenarios

Four scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route:

A Stormy Day

Regional Service

Regional Test

S Bahn to Mammendorf

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR 420 in Deutsche Bahn red and white livery, Munich Airport Line livery, Carmine Red Add-on Livery, Blue livery
and Orange livery.

Combined throttle and brake control

SIFA driver vigilance device

PZB warning system

Automatic couplings

Configurable destination displays

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route
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I like the music in this pack but the beatmaps aren't anywhere near as good as the ones in the main game (including the extras
and most recently released ones) so it's a bit disappointing. And since the beatmaps aren't up to scratch, you may as well just
play Beatsaver tracks instead.. The dialogue is hilarious, graphics aren't super elaborate but go along perfectly with the campy
vibes. The game itself starts out easy but it picks up the pace at a steady rhythm and you'll soon find yourself carefully
considering which leader's abilities are best for each mission and juggling cooldowns and resources to survive.

Absolutely worth its full price and more.. Dragon's Lair 2 may not be the most challenging sequel I have ever played but it's still
a very charming game if you like Don Bluth's animations & to me it's a very underrated game.

Pros:

1. Don Bluth as usual has beautiful art

2. New areas to play on like Eden's Garden for example

3. Good voice acting

4. New bad guys to fight

Cons:

1. Not as hard as the original Dragon's Lair

2. Pointless item collecting just to reach the last level

3. unlimited lives

4. The game forces you to restart the entire level again if you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up (In the original if you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up you lose 1 life & you restart at the checkpoint not the entire level but if you lose 2 more lives it's
game over)

Overall this sequel was only average but I enjoyed my time with it but if your really nit picky about the price then I suggest
waiting for a sale if your curious about it. (If I missed anything please feel free to leave feedback). Truly a masterpiece..
Amazing game. Really fun. Really cool.

This game garenteed WILL make you rage.
At first you have to get used to the z keys and stuff. and what i think i know is that you (currently) cannot change the
keybindings.
Difficult would be an understatment if you would be talking about this game

I DO RECCOMEND. Clunky game mechanics, underworked menu interface, as well as pretty yet wonky objects & creatures.
What I appreciate about this game is the option to choose your robot(ex) skin, with nods to some cultural characters like Iron
Man. Even the weapon arsenal is a welcomed feature, although I have tried so far 3 different types, each one of them better than
the previous one. I would have suggested to put them, along with the skins, as unlockables for the replay value but judging by
the overall experience, these features can't redeem the game enough to get a positive review.

There's not much to say besides the fact that this game is so unpolished to the point that it's like a C-grade school project by
aspiring, wanna-be game developers. The amount of visual contents, weapon\/skin variety and such does show promise of the
developers' ambition and might serve as a stepping stone to something better and more playable, should they learn from the
critics. (how harsh they might be)

Don't grab it, if you happen to own it.
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Just idle for the cards and when you finished, hide the game from your library.
. There's really, nothing to do. I wish I'd read the reviews or something first, but... I didn't. And I paid 20 EUR for something
that's worth maybe... 5.. This game had an excellent story, and generally good puzzles, but a few bad mechanics made it very
tedious to play.

Camera angles were poorly planned, often flipping around in the middle of a scene. This turns forward into backwrd, and left
into right. This made the game very disorienting and confusing to play, *especially* during maze sections.

Often, only part of a room would be shown, and you would have to find the correct place to move your character so you could
access a new camera view. Poor pathing and having to guess what position would trigger the change made this excruciating.

Finally, there were often large, open spaces that our character needed to cover, in one case dozens of times for the same puzzle,
and there was no zip or quick exit feature. You have to watch your character run slowly through the whole space *every*
*single* *time*.

Can I recommend this game? It has a good story. However, it is unacceptable that the dev team let these mechanical issues
persist past development, let alone playtesting. Play it if you're very patient.. A really short experience and a bit rough on the
edges but still a nice conceptual game.
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thought this would be gud sorry to say its trash. So far, I've been enjoying it for the ammount of hours I've been playing it. It's
pretty addicting for me since i tried the demo. I haven't really picked up any survival-type games like this before so getting my
hands on the demo actually surprised me with how addicting it was. I ended up playing it for almost a week and a half straight
just waiting for the game's release. It runs nicely on my cheap-ish gaming pc, the difficulty\/learning curve is alright. I like the
idea with the way the game handles you dying a lot. The game it's self is... It's... kind of like The Legend of Zelda meets Don't
Starve. And if you like The Legend of Zelda & Don't Starve, it's worth giving it a try.

Edit: Please do keep in mind, the game is EXTREMELY unforgiving. If you die twice before you can get your stuff back, you
lose everything you had on you.. Probably the best puzzle game I have played, now it wasn't too hard but it was very relaxing
and had good puzzles plus a nice satting.. So far I've played the game for nearly 13 hours and haven't finished it yet. I just
wanted to say that so far, I've been taking my time and exploring every inch of land in the game, talking to every npc, opening
every chest, reading every word of dialogue, fighting every enemy, etc, and I would say from my time played that I got my
money's worth.

As a huge fan of metal, I had to pick this game up. I was pleasantly surprised to find an Alestorm reference early on and I
believe I'm nearly done with the game, though only time will tell.

If I had to choose one word to describe Metal Quest, I'd choose the word: "Cute".
From the music, to the illustrations, to the dialogue, Metal Quest feels like an NES or SNES throwback to oldschool RPGs. It
was a little nostalgic to be honest and I enjoyed my time playing. I'm still working towards the end, but so far so good!

- Crankage Games (Developer of Metal as P H U K). I've played the nutaku.net downloaded version for this. And while I can
agree with those who give valid points to discredit it, I myself enjoy the game immensely. The characters are quirky with their
adult humor, and the pacing of the battle, while slow yes, feels hashed out and easy to settle into once you get the hang of it. The
only downside I'm not looking forward that might happen with this as it did with the other, is that I took the Minotaur girl from
the old man in the well and leveled her up on my journey. We got to the lava city later in the game, and when I went to level her
to 10, the game froze\/crashed. It never responded. So hopefully the devs behind it here saw every possible angle, even though
it's still early access. I have high hopes for its succession.. Edit^3 : ONLINE MULTIPLAYER AND CONTROLLER
SUPPORT ADDED, even though "how to play" instructions for controllers are missing right now, but if you know which
buttons to press, it is a blast to play it with controller (see below for hints).

--Edit: If you are trying the game to decide if asking for refund in the first two hours, DON'T judge the game only by the first
campaign levels!!!

--Most features and mechanics gets introduced later in the campaign. The morale system is introduced at level 11, forges at level
14, the possibility to transform buildings only at level 17.

--IF you want to judge the game fast take a look at the "how to play" section where mechanics are well explained and, maybe,
try them immediatly in a skirmish map (even tho campaign does a better job by introducing them step by step, just maybe you'll
need more than 2 hours...)

--In my experience, I've NEVER found any game similar to this that has the same strategic depth (from Galcon to Eufloria to
any other free flash game on the net or android and apple stores), that in comparison always felt boring to me.

This game is a pearl.

Easy to get in, but a lot of strategy and fast-thinking involved at high levels.

How it works: is a simple, fast paced RTS game with 2D cartoonish graphics. All happen in a single screen, where 2 to 4
factions fight over the control of all buildings (conquest mode) or key buildings (king of the hill and domination modes).

A match last an average of 3 minutes, but may be virtually infinite (i had 30 minutes long matches).

Controller commands: (Xbox \/ PS)
left stick: select building
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RB\/R1 (hold) + left stick: select target
B, A, X, Y (circle, X, square, triangle): send 25%-50%-75%-100% mushrooms
LB\/L1 (hold): open upgrade panel
When in upgrade panel:
A\/X: upgrade building
X\/Square: transform into house
Y\/Triangle: transform into forge
B\/Circle: transform into tower
Double tap A\/X: upgrade building. (same as LB\/L1 (hold) + A\/X). GAMEPLAY:
You know how many Breakout/Arkanoid games can be described as "It's Arkanoid but with X." Well this game is like Arkanoid
but with X, Y, Z, A, B, C, D and J. A very inventive spin on the genre. How inventive? How about boss battles that require
different strategies to beat. Or bricks that are cells and multiply via mitosis. Or bricks that take off like bottle rockets when you
hit them. Or....

MUSIC:
The creators of this game were clearly fans of Daft Punk. The soundtrack is =SUPERB=. This is the Daft Punkiest game
soundtrack that doesn't actually have music by Daft Punk. And I mean that in the best way.

GRAPHICS:
The graphics presentation is very polished. Stylized 3D backgrounds compliment the 2D gameplay action in the foreground.
Between each round the camera moves around or through the 3D background for another viewpoint. The only drawback here is
sometimes the ball is difficult to see when the bloomy particle effects are at their most concentrated.

If you like old-school breakout action with a modern shine and everything but the kitchen sink added to it, get this game!

Disclaimer; I am only a couple of hours into the game at this point. There may also be a kitchen sink.. Get a job as janitor
-Get fired because I'm alcoholic
-Get a job as a salesperson
-Learn Plumbing
??????
-I own three mansions
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